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Abstract 
Melt Electrospinning is a method used to produce continuous micro to nanoscale fibres. Although it 
has been nearly a century since its discovery, the potential for Melt Electrospinning applications has 
just begun to garner attention. When combined with the Direct-Writing process it was realised that 
normally random fibre deposits could be controlled and 3D constructs formed and a new technology 
was born known as Melt Electrospinning 3D Printing. Currently this technology is being utilized in 
medical research to produce scaffolds for cellular growth. Key setbacks to this technology are the 
excessive time it takes for suitable scaffolds to be produced. This problem could be overcome 
through the up-scaling of MEW printers. 
This report aimed to test the printing accuracy of a simple up-scaled device to prove the feasibility of 
this technology for industrial use. An up-scaled prototype based on a smaller MEW printer was 
designed and constructed by students at Queensland University of Technology. The new machine 
included eight printing heads instead of one, a larger Collector and larger range of motion. These up-
scaled features were analysed to determine potential sources of inaccuracy. Several printing 
experiments were performed to show scaffolds met certain requirements for use in medical 
research. First that fibre diameter is consistent and below 25μm. Pore size control must be 
demonstrated and a minimal pore size of 40000μm2 achieved. Finally, as an additional benefit of a 
multi-headed device it was desired to show that a single large scaffold could be produced using all 
four heads on one side. 
The fibre diameters produced show a high level of accuracy and fell below the maximum allowable 
size. Pore control could be seen but was not consistent in all scaffolds produced. Similarly the 
40000μm2 pore size was also demonstrated but not uniformly across scaffolds. A single large scaffold 
was successfully produced using multiple heads. 
The results showed that the successful up-scaling MEW is achievable. The small alterations in fibre 
diameter were attributed to small inaccuracy in the alignment of the U-Frame. Inconsistencies in 
pore control were identified as being related to design. Areas on the Collector that were nearer to 
secured foundations or the centre of mass showed excellent pore control as they were less prone 
vibrations. 
It is recommended that future up-scaled designs using laser alignment tools in construction. It is also 
suggested that a larger, stronger frame replace the U-Frame so that all corners of the Collector and 
Head Assemblies are securely fastened as well as damping incorporated to minimise vibrations.
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Introduction 
As technology advances the scale of our achievements advances in many directions. New 
creations become faster, stronger, more efficient etc. Small scale technology (micro and nano) 
is expected to revolutionise the fields of electronics, medicine, communications and energy 
generation (Roco, 2013). In the field of medicine, the production of 3D scaffolds have been 
implemented for drug delivery, the study of cell behaviour as well at material studies related 
to tissue engineering (Loh and Choong, 2013). One method of producing these scaffolds is 
called Melt-Electrospinning in Direct Writing Mode (MEW) which combines the new, rapidly 
expanding 3D printing technology with a unique process called Melt Electrospinning. 
Electrospinning 
Electrospinning technology has existed for the last century as a method of producing 
continuous non-woven fibres of micro to nanoscale diameters. Only in the last few decades 
has it become an industrially utilized method. Electrospinning currently exists in two forms, 
solution electrospinning (SE) and melt electrospinning (ME). However, a report in 2011 
showed that only 24 of 3480 journal articles that showed results for electrospinning were 
related to melt electrospinning (Hutmacher, & Dalton, 2011). 
Solution Electrospinning 
Of ME and SE, SE produces finer fibres with diameters reaching as low as 5nm (Bosworth, & 
Downes, 2012). To achieve these thin fibres, the process of SE involves a solution being 
pumped through a very thin nozzle. An electrode surrounding the nozzle (or a charged nozzle 
acting as an electrode) creates a high electric field at the exit. As the solution is pumped 
through the nozzle it is charged by the electrical field which causes it to be electro statically 
drawn to a grounded Collector or Collector with a counter electrode attached, usually at a 
distance of approximately 20cm (Shin, Hohman, Brenner, & Rutledge, 2001). The Collector 
can be stationary or move translationally perpendicular to the nozzle. Figure 1 A) shows a 
standard SE configuration. 
Understanding the behaviour of the solution between the nozzle and Collector is critical to 
understand the fibre formation. Once the solution slowly leaves the nozzle it first forms a 
droplet. The electrostatic forces pull at the forming droplet until the adhesive forces are 
overcome and a thin, micro-scale jet ejects. The charges continue pulling on the jet thinning it 
further as it moves initially in a straight line towards the Collector, known as the stability 
region (Stepanyan et al., 2016). Two instabilities occur in the fibre past this point. Once the 
solvent evaporates the surface charges stick to the surface of the fibre which becomes 
dielectric causing further thinning of the fibre as the fibre bends and whips. Finally as the 
fibre contacts the Collector a compression force reacts through the fibre causing buckling, 
redirecting the trajectory of the fibre. The trajectory change due to buckling is known as 
pulsing.  
Due to the instabilities of SE fibres the fibre diameter is inhomogeneous and the uncontrolled 
deposition results chaotic assemblies (See Figure 1 B)) (Greiner, & Wendroff, 2007). Straight 
fibres are achievable if the Collector is closer to the nozzle in a region where the fibre is still 
stable however this limits the ability of solvent to be removed (Brown, Dalton, & Hutmacher, 
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2011). Another drawback to SE is the toxic nature of most solvents, requiring SE equipment 
to be safely ventilated. 
 
Figure 1 A) Standard SE configuration (Greiner, & Wendroff, 2007). B) Chaotic Geometry of 
SE fibre deposits (Shin, Hohman, Brenner, & Rutledge, 2001) 
Melt Electrospinning 
Melt electrospinning mirrors the process of SE with a few small changes. Firstly, it uses a 
melt instead of a solvent eliminating the use of some hazardous chemicals. The polymer is 
housed with a controlled heating element, this element heats the polymer into a melt which is 
then pumped through the electrospinning nozzle. Heating elements often used include 
standard electrical elements as well as lasers and hot liquids (Patnaik, & Anandjiwala, 2016). 
The same electrostatic forces act on the melt as it exits towards the Collector. Figure 2 A) 
shows a standard ME apparatus. 
The smallest fibre diameters demonstrated by ME to date are around 270nm ± 100nm 
(Dalton, Lleixà Calvet, Mourran, Klee, & Möller, 2006). Controlled fibre deposition of 
polymer melts are possible through ME for two reasons. One is that there is no solvent that 
needs removal if the Collector is moved within range of the stability region and secondly due 
to the higher viscosity and lower conductivity of polymers melts the jet remains straight over 
a longer distance (Brown, Dalton, & Hutmacher, 2011). Through the correct combinations of 
polymer viscosity, electrical field strength and moving Collector velocity, it has been 
demonstrated that pulsing can be eliminated leaving homogeneous straight fibre (Hochleitner 
et al., 2016). 
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Figure 2 A) Example of standard ME apparatus (Brown, Dalton, & Hutmacher, 2016). B) 
Controlled geometry of MEW Scaffold (Brown, Dalton, & Hutmacher, 2016). C) Fibre Lag. D) 
MEW Cad Model. 
Literature Review 
Melt Electrospinning Writing 
Melt Electrospinning 3D Printing or Melt Electrospinning Writing (MEW) refers to ME being 
used in direct-writing mode to create materials with controlled architecture and deposition. 
This technology capitalizes on the straight homogenous fibres ME is capable of generating to 
create a new version of Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) which is a method of Additive 
Manufacturing (AM). It has been shown that even with such small diameters that fibres can 
be layered accurately to produce 3D structures (Brown, Dalton, & Hutmacher, 2011). A 
typical design mirrors the method of ME with the addition of automated motion of the 
Collector and/or head (head referring to the ME components above the collect which now act 
as a 3D printer head). Figure 2 D) shows a CAD model of a prototype MEW printer designed 
by Felix Wunner at QUT. The control of material geometry is shown in Figure 2 B). 
(Hochleitner, Hümmer, Luxenhofer, & Groll, 2014). Due to the scale of the fibres, the 
minimum dimensions will be dependent on the capabilities of the motion control of an MEW 
printer. The distance between the nozzle and Collector inevitably creates a slight lag as shown 
in Figure 2 C), this is necessary as a straight fibre means pulsing will occur due to the 
buckling that occurs. This needs to be taken into consideration when designing materials as 
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turning points in travel will not deposit fibres that exactly match the travel of the moving 
component. 
Existing Technologies 
MEW Devices 
Error! Reference source not found. shows 6th generation MEW devices in use at Queensland 
University of Technology. These printers have a ME head depositing fibres onto a horizontal 
planar motion flat platform Collector. This model is similar to a typical polymer FFF 3D 
Printer where the product is made by depositing layers of polymer onto each other. 
Teflon heads contain a heating element embedded around a syringe preloaded with polymer. 
The heated polymer pumped though a needle by an air pressure regulator. The needle also has 
a separate heating element that is independently controlled. The needle temperature is 
generally higher than the syringe to compensate for heat loss from the needle which extends 
beyond the insulating Teflon, ensuring more consistent viscosity. The needle passes through 
the centre of a conductive disk onto which a high voltage is applied. 
The Collector is a grounded aluminium plate mounted on an acrylic platform that is attached 
to two laterally moving stages powered by stepper motors. The motion of the Collector is 
controlled by a PC using G-Code software. 
 
Figure 3 A) QUT Melt Electrospinning 3D Printer Assembly. B) Printer Head and X-Slide 
Mounted Collector. C) G-Code Software to control Collector motion. D) Control Box for setting 
temperatures and applied voltage. 
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Mandrels 
When faced with the problem of constructing tubular geometries the planar system of 
Collector/head movement more commonly used with MEW is not ideal. This is due to the lag 
curve of the fibre between the nozzle and Collector (Figure 3C). The lag makes accuracy 
difficult for the small diameters and continued control of the diameter as layers begin to stack. 
In applications of tissue engineering, scaffolds need to be modelled accurately as their 
architecture defines the shape of the new tissue (Hutmacher, 2000). To overcome this problem 
rotating cylinders (mandrels) used as Collectors (Figure 4). The fibres deposited on the 
mandrel while the Collector or head moves along the direction of the mandrel axis. The fibre 
is deposited back and forth along the axis of the spinning mandrel to the length of the tube 
required. The diameter of the mandrel therefore defines the inner diameter of tubes printed. 
Other parameters such as thickness and porosity of the scaffold can also be controlled through 
variations in rotational speed, translational speed and fibre diameter (Brown et al., 2012). 
 
Figure 4 Mandrel Collector mounted in QUT Melt Electrospinning 3D Printer. 
Potential Industrial Applications of MEW 
Tissue Engineering 
As mentioned, a recent development in tissue engineering has been the production of polymer 
3D scaffolds for use in human tissue growth in vitro. These scaffolds imitate the function of 
stroma by providing a structural framework for cell growth as well as stimulating differentiate 
tissue development (Naughton, Tolbert, & Grillot, 1995). Key parameters of scaffolds 
produced for tissue engineering are pore size, porosity and surface area. These parameters 
affect cell attachment, migration and proliferation. Fibres of at least 4µm with a porosity of 
40µm are essential for scaffolds to promote this kind of cellular response (Pham, Sharma, & 
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Mikos, 2006). However, a dependence of porosity on fibre diameter exists in SE due to the 
chaotic assembly of scaffolds (Li, Laurencin, Caterson, Tuan, & Ko, 2001). By implementing 
MEW, which meets the minimum fibre diameter, the porosity can be controlled 
independently. 
Fuels 
Metal fuels like aluminium provide ideal fuel sources due to their high energy and abundance. 
These have been incorporated in solid rocket propellants due to the high combustion 
temperatures. Although micrometre-sized particles are added, they are still too large to 
overcome the slow oxidization process that hinders further efficiency. Recent studies showed 
that electrospinning technology can be used to produce Thermite based nanofiber mats as fuel 
sources that greatly increased the combustion of the fuel (Yan, Jian, & Zachariah, 2012). 
Using ME slightly increase the scale of these mat fibres, but its fibre homogeneity and 
controlled structure could provide a more consistent mat to control the rate of fuel being 
supplied by the mat. 
Electronics 
Taking advantage of the piezoelectric effect, electrospinning has been used to create energy 
generators for use in numerous electrical devices such as mobile phones (Chang, Dommer, 
Chang, & Lin, 2012). Theoretical studies have already modelled the effect different nanofiber 
geometries could have of the energy output produced (Maruccio, & De Lorenzis, 2014). 
MEW could be immediately utilized to create these specific nanofiber geometries. 
Many other uses for MEW exist (Brown, Dalton, & Hutmacher, 2016), although the potential 
in these large industries is enough to justify expanded research. 
Setbacks in MEW 
MEW faces a number of challenges in advancing. One is the efficiency of the method due to 
the time it takes to print basic products. Due to the submicron geometries used, basic products 
such as a 150mm by 150mm square scaffolds with pores of roughly 200um and 10 layers can 
take over 24hrs to produce. Another problem is that MEW is that it is not yet being used 
industrially and there has been no research into upscaling. Most electrospinning technologies 
discussed in this report have only utilized SE, however they were presented as examples 
where MEW could improve the current products. No upscaling methods have been proposed 
specifically for MEW. 
Upscalability of MEW 
Many upscaling methods have been researched relating to FFF, SE and ME which can 
provide insight as to how MEW upscaling might best be achieved. The goals of upscaling, in 
drawing industrial interest, must include cost, multi-functionality (variety of products able to 
be produced), efficiency and compactness (Persano, Camposeo, Tekmen, & Pisignano, 2013). 
AM 
The aims of AM upscaling are maximizing the production speed to improve economic 
viability. With regard to FFF, speed depends on three parameters (i) filament feed rate, (ii) 
heating rate (iii) and head/Collector speed (Go, Schiffres, Stevens, & Hart, 2017). Although 
increasing these parameters is easy enough, avoiding instabilities requires a balance between 
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viscosity, head/Collector speed as well as voltage. Therefore additional research is required to 
ensure the operational parameters of a proposed device are capable of producing a stable 
fibre. 
ME 
A number of companies have already begun to industrializing ME. Currently they are using 
multicomponent systems focussed on high speed spinning. These systems, although capable 
of high production levels, do not produce the consistent fibres required for MEW (Persano, 
Camposeo, Tekmen, & Pisignano, 2013). Another method of upscaling ME that has been 
recommended is to design a device that uses multiple nozzles (Patnaik, & Anandjiwala, 
2016). To date this has not been researched for ME but has for SE. Multiple nozzles would 
allow increased production without increasing the head/Collector speed or feed rate, thus 
avoiding the additional research needed to stabilize the fibre. 
SE 
In SE up-scaling, the multiple nozzles approach is considered the most direct method. Two 
types of nozzle positioning have been tested, linear and 2D. As its name suggests the linear 
method lines all nozzles in a row, usually equally spaced and pointing in the same direction 
and equal distances to the Collector/s Figure 5 A). The 2D method arranges the nozzles in 2D 
space, again pointed in the same direction and equal distances to the Collector/s (Figure 5. 
B)). Problems occurred when nozzles were in close proximity as their electrical fields seemed 
to interfere with each other (Zhou, Gong, & Porat, 2009). 
 
Figure 5 A) Linear Nozzles. B) 2D Hexagonally Arranged Nozzles (Zhou, Gong, & Porat, 2009). 
Upscaling Summary 
The best step forward for MEW upscaling would be to build and test a multiple nozzle device 
with a larger shared Collector. This bypasses any additional research required to homogenize 
fibres in a faster machine. It can simply be designed to produce desired fibres using known 
parameters. By utilizing the multiple nozzles, compactness can be achieved by having all 
heads joined to the same motion devices (or alternatively their Collectors could share, or a 
combination of both), thus less parts required in the device. By using the 2D arrangement, 
unified motion combined with heads sufficiently and evenly spaced apart means that each 
head creates a single identical product. Thus the materials produced equal the amount of 
heads produced, the size of each product then depends on the spacing between heads. 
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Thesis Scope 
The accuracy of a large scale melt electrospinning device in 3D writing mode needs to be 
assessed to confirm the feasibility of advancing this technology. Among the various potential 
uses, this accuracy will be determined as it relates to the production of scaffolds for use in 
cellular growth. Therefore certain requirements relating to these scaffolds had to be 
established as criteria for determining the accuracy.  
Primary features of an up-scaled prototype developed needed to be analysed to pre-determine 
types of errors that are expected in order to identify the source of any inaccuracies found and 
to assess the magnitude of these. The primary features are the new elements incorporated into 
a larger design. If the magnitude of these errors is too large, the potential for upscalablility 
may be greatly hindered. However some inaccuracies may show critical design requirements 
to ensure a future device operates at an optimal level. 
Due to the demonstrated potential in MEW along, proving the upscale potential and any 
design requirements will help generate increased use at an industrial level.  
Method 
Scaffold Requirements 
The primary function of the Large Scale Melt Electrospinner being tested is the production of 
scaffolds for use in the ex vivo growth of tissue for medical research. These scaffolds must 
have highly ordered architectures, controlled pore sizes and relatively homogeneous fibre 
diameters.  
Pore Size 
The ordered architecture provides enhanced structural properties as well as control of the pore 
size. Pore size controls the total surface area available within a given space, smaller pores 
mean more surface area and vice versa. Smaller pore sizes enhance cellular growth and ease 
transition of cells between pores, however this also limits large cell aggregates from forming. 
Larger pores allow for large cell aggregation while slowing the cellular growth (Loh and 
Choong, 2013). It is recommended that 200μm by 200μm (40000μm2) is the minimum pore 
size for MEW produced scaffolds.  
Diameter 
The diameter of the fibre is determined by a number of parameters unrelated to the 
mechanical performance of the device. Settings such as pressure applied to the syringe, the 
melt temperature and the applied voltage are easily adjusted. The parameters that relate to 
mechanical performance of the machine is the working distance (the distance between the 
needle and the Collector). The small diameter and possible pore sizes equate to a high surface 
area to volume ratio which means cellular growth has a large adhesion area while the scaffold 
material is kept to the minimum. The diameter must be shown to reach below 25μm as above 
this is too large to guide cell alignment (Goldstien & Thayer, 2016). In order to maintain 
homogenous structural properties and material use, the fibre diameter must be consistent 
throughout the scaffold showing a mean diameter with an acceptable standard deviation. 
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Summary 
Most parameters required to control the fibre diameter come from easily adjustable settings 
for the printer heads with the exception of the working distance (the distance between the 
head and the Collector). The architecture of the scaffolds requires highly accurate motion of 
the heads and Collector in combination. Therefore to assess the accuracy of the device, 
scaffolds must be analysed to determine if significant error arises in either diameter, 
architecture or pore size as a result of the machine structure and mechanical features. 
Upscale Prototype Design 
The Upscaled prototype was designed by Felix Wunner, Pawel Mieszczanek and Ross Kent in 
Queensland University of Techology’s Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI) 
and is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6 A) Upscaled MEW Prototype with Control Boxes and PC. B) Front view of Collector 
and Head Assembly in Casing. C) Side View of Collector and Head Assembly in Casing 
The printer can be broken down into 5 main components, the Collector, Head Assembly, U-
Frame, PC and Control Boxes. Only three of these require a brief analysis as their 
performance determines the feasibility of printer accuracy on an up-scaled device. The PC 
and Control boxes are excluded as their functions are easily adjusted through programmable 
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settings and use components already in operation in older models of smaller devices. The 
mechanical and structural features of the device likely to cause most printing error are 
outlined. There are three major parts that need to be considered to assess the accuracy of the 
printer as they relate to the mechanical design. They are the Collector, the head mounts and 
the U-Frame. Motion of the Collector and Heads will create deflections and vibrations in the 
printer. These were the up-scaled components provided a larger range of motion, printable 
surface area and increased number of printing heads. Basic dimensions, masses and 
attachment points in this section outlined as they are considered the most likely sources of 
potential inaccuracy. 
Collector 
The Collector consists of an acrylic supportive frame with two aluminium plates on either 
side (Figure 7. A)). Small channels where embedded in the acrylic to run earthing cables from 
nine positions on each aluminium plate.  
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Figure 7 A) Collector CAD Model. B) Front View. C) Side View. 
The frame is made from four acrylic pieces that are fused together with Acetone. The design 
(shown in Figure 8) was made to minimise weight while maintaining a high level of structural 
support. 
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Figure 8 A) Acrylic Collector Frame. B) Vertical Pieces. C) Horizontal Pieces. 
The plates (Figure 9) and acrylic are bolted together at these positions which also allows for 
attachment of the earthing cables and the acrylic pieces were fused together with acetone.  
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Figure 9 Aluminium Plate (bolt holes in red). 
The design creates a simple yet strong structure to resist deformation while minimising 
weight to avoid excess deflections due to momentum when the Collector changes direction. 
The Collector is mounted at the base by 25 x 25 x 40 x 2mm Galvinised Bond Sheet Metal 
Angle Brackets to another aluminium plane (Figure 10. B)) which is fastened to two carriages 
on a MN10-0300-E02-21 30” Bi-Slide (Velmex, 2017) (Figure 13. B). The Bi-Slide is bolted 
to two Steel plates that form the base of the printer (Figure 10. A)). At the top of the Collector 
four more 25 x 25 x 40 x 2mm Galvinised Bond Sheet Metal Angle Brackets attach the top of 
the Collector to another aluminium plate which is mounted on two carriages (Figure 10. C)) 
on a linear rail (Figure 10. D)). The rail is fixed to the U-Frame (Figure 14). These were 
implemented to maintain the vertical orientation of the Collector. They also aid in preventing 
rocking or bending about the base mounts at the Bi-Slide. 
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Figure 10 A) Steel Plate attachement of Bi-Slide. B) Aluminium Plate on Bi-Slide Carriages. C) 
Linear Rail Carriage. D) Linear Rail. 
The properties of the Collector are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Collector Properties. 
Component/Sub Component Dimension Value Unit 
Collector with Plates            860 mm 
            805 mm 
            16 mm 
            11.3 kg 
Aluminium Plate            800 mm 
             800 mm 
            2 mm 
             3.46 kg 
 
Head Assembly 
Four heads (Figure 12) are mounted on a frame made with 6mm Acrylic (Figure 11). At each 
corner two additional acrylic head clamps were fused on with acetone. This was to minimise 
rocking of the heads about the clamping position by increasing contact area between the 
clamp and heads (Figure 11. B). The head mounts are attached to an aluminium plate which 
then connects to two carriages on a XN10-0300-E04-21 30" 30” X-Slide (Velmex, 2017) 
(Figure 13 A) Velmex X-slide. B) Velmex Bi-Slide.). 
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Figure 11 A) Head Mounting Cad Model. B) Side View. C) Front View. 
The heads are made from Teflon for insulation, the primary dimensions are listed without the 
internal components as the addition weight of the syringes and wires were negligible 
compared to the Teflon mass. 
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Figure 12 Head Dimensions 
Key dimensions of the heads and mounting listed in Table 2. 
Table 2. Heads and Mount Properties. 
Component/Sub Component Dimension Value Unit 
Acrylic Head Mount        370 mm 
        370 mm 
              18 mm 
            0.62 kg 
Heads       60 mm 
       80 mm 
       0.4 kg 
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Figure 13 A) Velmex X-slide. B) Velmex Bi-Slide. 
U-Frame 
The frame supporting the X-Slides and Head Assembly is shown in Figure 14. It comprises of 
two 80x80 profile Aluminium columns (Modularcomponents.com.au, 2017) (Figure 15. A)) 
positioned horizontally on each side of the Collector at the base. These are bolted to the two 
steel (Figure 16. A)) plates via 75*75*40 Stainless Steel Angled Brackets (Figure 16. B)). 
Two columns are centred on top of the first two in a vertical orientation and fasted using 
Central Fasteners (Modularcomponents.com.au, 2017). At the top two shorter Profile 8 
columns are attached two each side joining the vertical columns. Finally a length of Profile 8 
40*40 Light (Figure 15. A)) is attached under the top columns on which a linear rail is 
mounted (Figure 15. B)). 
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Figure 14 A) U-Frame CAD Model. B) Front View. C) Side View. 
 
Figure 15 U-Frame Column Profiles. 
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Figure 16 A) Steel Base Plate. B) Stainless Steel Angled Bracket. 
Table 3 U-Frame Properties 
Component/Sub Component Dimension Value Unit 
U-Frame              1000 mm 
                  1090 mm 
             350 mm 
                   950 mm 
 
Sources of Error 
Component Alignment 
In order to produce a consistent fibre the heads must maintain the same working distance 
throughout the production of a scaffold. This means the parallel alignment of the Collector to 
the head mounts must be highly accurate. If the Collector is unaligned to the U-Frame 
horizontally the working distance will vary as the Collector moves as show in Figure 17. A). 
Similarly, if the columns mounting the X-Slides are not parallel the working distance will 
change as shown in Figure 17. B). If this occurs it will show up as a varying fibre diameter as 
the fibre becomes thicker when the working distance is reduced and thinner as the working 
distance increases. The mean diameter may be the same but an increase standard deviation 
will result. It may also result in pulsing (Figure 18) at the decreased working distance. 
Various steps were taken to avoid this error such as the use of levels during assembly as well 
as careful measurements to ensure equal distances between mirrored components. 
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Figure 17 A) Horizontal alignment error. B) Vertical alignment error. 
 
Figure 18 Pulsing Fibres (Hochleitner et al., 2016). 
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Vibrations 
The fibres being produced are on such a small scale that even vibrations may significantly 
affect fibre homogeneity by constantly fluxing the working distance. If this occurs it will 
result in a wide standard deviation of fibre diameter as the fibre is altered by the push-pull 
motion of the vibration. The modes of vibration most likely to significantly alter the working 
distance for the U-Frame are shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the primary deformation 
and vibration mode expected in the Head Assembly and finally Figure 21 shows these in the 
Collector. Only this will be looked at become all other modes will have a lesser impact. The 
ease of up-scaling this technology is dependent on the ease of overcoming the vibrations 
through design modification. If this can be kept minimal the process of upscaling is much 
more feasible. 
 
Figure 19 A) Sideways Rocking Deformation and Vibration Mode. B) Forward and Back 
Rocking Deformation and Vibration Mode. 
 
Figure 20 Head Assembly Deformation and Vibration Mode. 
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Figure 21 Sideways Rocking Deformation and Vibration Mode. B) Forward and Back Rocking 
Deformation and Vibration Mode. 
Motion Related Error 
As mentioned, the architecture of the scaffold relies on the precision of the head and Collector 
motion. If the movement distance and speed are not operating correctly the geometry will not 
match the coded design. The momentum of the direction changes may also result in 
deformations due to bending. To minimise these the Head Assembly and Collector were kept 
designed as two separate mechanisms only sharing a strong base plate, this was to simplify 
the U-Frame design as no horizontal motion occurs that would cause bending in the frame as 
in Figure 19. A). By having a Head Assembly on either side of the Frame, the bending 
moment created by each resist the other to minimise bending as in Figure 19. B). 
Experiments 
Experiment 1 Design 
Experiment 1 is aimed at establishing the overall consistency of the fibre diameter. As 
mentioned many factors have the potential of altering the diameter especially when working 
on such a small scale. Two key criteria were developed to assess the fibre production of the 
machine: 
1. All fibre diameters are below 25μm as required for use cellular growth. 
2. Fibre diameters are relatively consistent throughout scaffolds to maintain uniform 
structural properties 
If a consistency of fibre diameter can be established for each head within acceptable limits 
then all combined effects can be considered negligible showing that the machine operates 
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sufficiently in this regard. If each head produces a  homogenous fibre, but the diameters differ 
between heads, this may also be due to the sources of error already outlined. To test this, a G-
Code was written to print multiple small scaffolds on all locations of the Collector. The heads 
were given matching input settings of pressure, voltage, temperature and working distance. 
Four scaffolds were taken at random from each quadrant on the Collector for analysis. On 
each scaffold 10 locations were selected at random and a single fibre diameter measured. This 
gives 40 diameters per head for analysis. G-Codes for all 3 Experiments are recorded in 
Appendix D. 
The settings used are outline in Table 4 Experiment 1 Parameters 
Table 4 Experiment 1 Parameters 
Parameter Value Units 
Pressure 1.4 Bar 
Syringe Temperature 75 Degrees Celsius 
Needle Temperature 90 Degrees Celsius 
Applied Voltage 10.5 kV 
Working Distance 10.5 mm 
Speed 1500 mm/min 
Pore Size 500 mm 
Layers 10 - 
 
Procedure 
Each experiment is prepared the same way but is operated by a different G-Code and printer 
head parameters. 
1. Open up the Mach 3 Software on the PC connected to the printer. 
2. Load the required G-Code into Mach 3. 
3. Open the printer casing doors. 
4. Wipe the Collector and heads over with Ethanol 
5. Loosen the head clamps distance each head to the same working distance from the 
Collector then tighten the clamps. 
6. Set the pressure on each pressure regulator 
7. Close the housing and turn on the motion control box and position Collector. 
8. Turn on the heating control boxes. 
9. Set the syringe and needle temperatures. 
10. Turn on the voltage control box. 
11. Set the voltage. 
12. Start the G-Code. 
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13. When print is finished turn off all control boxes. 
14. Open printer casing and remove scaffolds with tweezers. 
15. Place scaffold on glass slide and put a second slide on top. 
16. Place scaffold and slides on microscope. 
17. Open up LEN 2 on a PC connected to the microscope. 
18. Focus in on the desired measurement location. 
19. Record an image of the scaffolds using LEN 2 software ensuring at least one image 
has a scale bar added through the LEN 2 software options. 
20. Import the images into the program Image J. 
21. Set the scale of the image using the image with the scale bar first. 
22. Click and drag lines of measurement and press Ctrl+m to record the measurement. 
23. Import the measurements into Excel or another program for analysis. 
 
Experiment 2 Design 
Experiment 2 was aimed showing evidence for machine precision as well at directly 
identifying any impact of the errors mention in Sources of Error section of this report. As the 
machine is a prototype developed by students, it is not expected that perfect geometries are 
achieved in all locations. Therefore, for proof of concept (that up-scaling is achievable) three 
criteria were developed to assess pore control: 
1. All fibres are aligned parallel in each direction (with the exception of a few fibres 
potentially dislodged during handling). 
2. There are samples present that demonstrate the desired pore size and shape with layers 
sharing plainer location on the Collector. 
3. The average pore sizes are close to the inputted size for all heads. 
Scaffolds were printed at the locations shown on Figure 22. For identification the heads were 
numbered along with the quadrant of the Collector their print on shown in Figure 22 (each 
head and quadrant given a matching number). The second side of the collect was numbered in 
the same clockwise manner from 5 to 8 looking at it from the other side. The geometry of 
each scaffold will be assessed to see which locations show the most accurate pore shapes. The 
pore sizes were measured at 5 locations on each scaffold, 5 pores per location and the results 
recorded. Pore heights and widths were the dimensions measured and were used to calculate 
the areas. As some error was expected in the form of stray or unaligned layers of fibre (Figure 
23), assessing exact pore dimensions required selecting the area of ‘most grouped’ fibres i.e. if 
some fibres are spread across a pore but an area of denser fibres is noticeable such as the 
location outlined in Figure 23. 
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Figure 22 Printing Locations and Head Quadrants for Experiment 2. 
 
Figure 23 Group Fibres Outlining Approximate Pore Dimension. 
The setting used for this experiment are outlined in Table 5 Experiment 2 Parameters 
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Table 5 Experiment 2 Parameters 
Parameter Value Units 
Pressure 1.4 Bar 
Syringe Temperature 75 Degrees Celsius 
Needle Temperature 90 Degrees Celsius 
Applied Voltage 10.5 kV 
Working Distance 10.5 mm 
Speed 1500 mm/min 
Pore Size 500 Mm 
Layers 10 - 
 
Procedure 
(Follow procedure for Experiment 1 with the relevant G-Code) 
Experiment 3 Design 
The third experiment aimed to prove that the minimum pore size of 200μm*200μm 
(40000μm2) was achievable. For this experiment the same criteria were implemented as used 
in Experiment 2. One scaffold was printed with each head. From each scaffold, four locations 
were analysed, four pore heights and widths measured so that a mean area could be 
calculated. As with Experiment 2, if stray fibres are present then a bulk mass of aligned fibres 
will be assumed as the main pore dimension. 
The printing setting used for this experiment are outlined in Table 6 Experiment 3 Parameters. 
Table 6 Experiment 3 Parameters. 
Parameter Value Units 
Pressure 1.4 Bar 
Syringe Temperature 75 Degrees Celsius 
Needle Temperature 90 Degrees Celsius 
Applied Voltage 9 kV 
Working Distance 6 mm 
Speed 750 mm/min 
Pore Size 200 mm 
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Layers 10 - 
 
Procedure 
(Follow procedure for Experiment 1 with the relevant G-Code) 
Experiment 4 Design 
The final experiment was to demonstrate another potential benefit in the development of an 
up-scaled MEW device. It aimed to demonstrate that multiple heads, as well as being a source 
of increase efficiency, could also be used to produce single large scale products. To do this a 
G-Code was written to large scaffolds on each head with an area of overlap to join four 
scaffolds into one. The fibre alignment of two different heads is not expected to match at the 
joins but would be analysed to see if the overlap creates any unexpected problems. 
Procedure 
(Follow procedure for Experiment 1 with the relevant G-Code). 
Results 
Experiment 1 
Figure 24 A) shows an example of the scaffold under a microscope. Figure 24 B) Shows a 
closer zoom of the image from which scaffolds were measured. Figure 24 C) shows a close up 
of a fibre with the measuring line across a single fibre. 
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Figure 24 Experiment 1 Microscope Image of Scaffold 
Figure 25 shows the fibre diameter results. For a full listing of measured diameters with 
uncertainties see Appendix A. 
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Figure 25 Fibre Diameter Results for Experiment 1 
 
Experiment 2 
Figure 26 list the mean pore sizes for Experiment 2. 
 
Figure 26 Pore Sizes. 
For a full listing of calculated pore sizes with uncertainties see Appendix B. 
Figure 27 to Figure 34 show image samples taken from scaffolds in each quadrant of the 
Collector. 
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Figure 27 Head 1 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
 
Figure 28 Head 2 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
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Figure 29 Head 3 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
 
Figure 30 Head 4 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
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Figure 31 Head 5 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
 
Figure 32 Head 6 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
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Figure 33 Head 7 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
 
Figure 34 Head 8 Sample Scaffold Geometries (A) Top Left Corner. B) Top Right Corner. C) 
Bottom Left Corner. D) Bottom Right Corner. 
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Experiment 3 
Figure 35. Mean Pore Sizes. shows the mean pore sizes and standard deviations that were 
recorded in Experiment 3. 
 
Figure 35. Mean Pore Sizes. 
For a full listing of calculated pore sizes with uncertainties see Appendix C. 
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Figure 36 Sample Experiment 3 Scaffold 
Experiment 4 
Figure 37 show a large 720*720mm scaffold printed with 4 heads. 
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Figure 37 Large Singular Scaffold. 
Figure 38 Crossover of Fibre from multiple heads at various locations (A) Bottom Centre. B) Top 
Centre. C) Middle Centre. D) Example Turning Point in Middle Centre).shows the crossing over of 
fibres from different heads at various locations. 
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Figure 38 Crossover of Fibre from multiple heads at various locations (A) Bottom Centre. B) 
Top Centre. C) Middle Centre. D) Example Turning Point in Middle Centre). 
Discussion 
Experiment 1 
As Figure 25 shows all the fibre diameters successfully met the criteria of remaining under 
25μm. Each head showed a consistent fibre diameter with means between 14.4μm and 
16.4μm. The highest deviation was found in Head 7 at 2.3μm with the lowest at Head 4 at 
1.25μm. Considering the small scale of the fibre these results highlight a high level of 
accuracy in homogeneity of the fibre, meeting all the key criteria. 
As each head has various individual components such as the heating systems and pressure 
regulators (which were not to be assessed here), it is possible the small difference in fibre is 
due to slight irregularities in any number of these. However the Heads 4 & 7 with the highest 
and lowest deviations are notably on at back to back locations on the Collector. This back to 
back relationship shows other trends. Head 1 and 6 produced the smallest diameters on each 
side and Heads 3 and 8 the largest. It is therefore more likely that an error in alignment 
between the heads and Collector has altered the working distance at certain quadrants. Since 
Head 2 and 5 produced smaller diameters than 3 and 8 the alignment error must be the same 
as outlined in Figure 17 B), with the vertical columns angling away from the Collector with 
height. This increases the working distance at the top allowing fibres more distance to stretch 
and thin before depositing on the Collector. 
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Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 yielded good results. All 8 heads showed an average area of around the 
expected 250000μm2. Heads 2 and 7 showed the most consistent level of accuracy (with the 
smallest standard deviations) and Figure 28 D) shows clear evidence of the desired scaffold 
geometry and fibre alignment. So this too met all key criteria. 
It is also apparent from Figure 27 to Figure 34 that some scaffold, while maintaining parallel 
fibre alignment, did not deposit overlapping layers accurately. This occurred most frequently 
at the top and sides of the Collector. The most geometrically accurate scaffolds were found in 
the centre of the Collector and in the middle of the lower end. However, even the unaligned 
fibres with random spacing show a consistent direction.  
Another pattern could be seen which is most visible in Figure 29 A). In one direction (usually 
vertically) the spacing looks consistent and correct, while in the other (horizontal) we notice 
the spacing is wide and narrow, but alternating between the two with both showing consistent 
widths (matching wide spaces and matching narrow spaces). If the measured heights and 
widths were plotted separately the results appears as shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40 this 
confirms that one direction (the height layers) are more consistent than the other. 
 
Figure 39 Pore Height Properties. 
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Figure 40 Pore Width Properties 
With the exception of Head 2, the upper quadrants show a wider range of pore widths. This 
was most evident in Head 1 which showed a very large standard deviation. The inaccuracies 
here further confirm a tilt in the vertical column of the U-Frame. As the fibre is electro 
statically drawn to the Collector, the tilt is causes closest point on the Collector to be slightly 
offset from what would be the normal distance if the two were perfectly perpendicular. 
Additionally, the charge in the previously laid parallel fibre is further attracting the new fibre. 
As the new fibre is pulled towards the old, it is offset from its intended path. After a fibre has 
been offset, the next row is deposited at an increased distance away (since the previous layer 
is not in it’s intended position) so the electrical force is weakened and the same effect is never 
seen twice in a row. This what is seen in the narrow/wide alternating pores. The less uniform 
spread of fibres (Figure 27 C) is the result of short term vibrations caused by the change in 
Collector direction. This means the modes shown in Figure 21 B). As the fibre moves to its 
new height, the vibrations push and pull the fibre which delays or speeds up its travel from the 
needle to the Collector as it moves vertically cause it to adhere to the Collector at an incorrect 
new height. Once the fibre has been started it continues relatively straight. 
From this experiment it can be concluded that sufficient accuracy is found at the locations of 
the Collector that are most secured and resistant to vibration and deformation to show that the 
task of up-scaling this technology is easily achievable. 
There was also some evidence of pulsing in Head 8 (Figure 34 A) and C)) but this only 
showed to occur in one or two fibres and only for one or two layers so likely the result of 
heating element or voltage instabilities and not machine precision.  
Experiment 3 
The mean pore sizes in Experiment 3 varied more than with Experiment 2. This is not 
unexpected due to the decreased pore size. Heads 2 and 7 showed the most accurate pore sizes 
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and overall fibre alignment but there was more deviation in Head 7 for this experiment. As 
Figure 36 shows, 200μm pores are being achieved and fibres are running parallel. 
One key parameter changed for Experiment 3 was the set working distance and motion speed. 
This was to gain better control of the fibre deposit for the smaller pore sizes being establish. 
As the standard deviation relatively less for each pore size than the deviations in Experiment 2 
this indicates that more accurate fibres may occur with decrease working distance. Back to 
back locations such as the outer top corner of quadrant’s 1 and 6 (Figure 27 A) and Figure 32 
B)) show quadrant 1’s fibre alignment slightly more accurate than quadrant 6. This may be 
related to the heads or is evidence that the working distances are not equal at this point 
suggesting that either there is tilt in the Collector (Figure 17 A)) or that the vertical column of 
the U-Frame that suspected to be out of alignment, leans towards the Collector on the side 
with head one. 
Experiment 4 
The large scaffold was printed successfully. This opens up avenues for any potential applications 
requiring larger than traditional electrospun mats. 
Conclusion 
The prototype used for this analysis was designed and assembled by students with parts 
ordered online. The machine demonstrated at certain locations that it could achieve high 
precision printing. It can be concluded that a machine designed and built by industry 
professionals would therefore achieve high level accuracy to capitalise on the market potential 
of MEW. 
Future designs should focus on minimising vibrations and having highly accurate alignment 
of components. A stronger frame that equally secures both the Head Assemblies and the 
Collector at the base and top to prevent vibrations outlined in Figure 21 B) is recommended. 
A welded rectangular prism able to secure all vital points may be a suitable improvement. 
Alignment of components should be done with laser equipment to minimise error. 
The speed used in a number of the experiments performed with this device was relatively high 
for scaffold production. This meant that efficiency was also demonstrated as the process to 
generate these scaffolds would take 8 times longer if a singe head device was used. 
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Appendix A 
Ex
pe
ri
me
nt 
1 
Da
ta 
  
Side One  Side Two 
  
Diameters (μm) Diameters (μm) 
 
Image Head 1 Head 2 Head 3 Head 4 Head 5 Head 6 Head 7 Head 8 
Sample 
1 1 15.324 13.438 17.198 13.416 13.209 14.518 16.02 16.791 
 
2 13.428 14.281 14.798 13.517 15.885 12.768 15.692 16.54 
 
3 20.189 15.276 13.353 14.388 14.889 13.197 13.45 17.895 
 
4 16.13 13.217 15.444 13.469 14.905 12.758 15.197 17.809 
 
5 17.678 13.012 15.493 13.51 15.24 13.098 14.091 15.91 
 
6 13.411 15.543 14.978 15.178 14.918 14.211 14.772 17.074 
 
7 17.144 14.097 15.474 13.534 18.775 13.827 14.883 19.139 
 
8 16.207 13.888 15.38 15.182 13.569 12.525 14.404 18.57 
 
9 13.536 18.518 14.225 14.009 14.03 12.841 16.632 19.4 
 
10 15.64 14.98 15.033 15.262 16.939 13.831 14.328 16.02 
Sample 
2 1 14.315 15.793 12.843 13.197 13.967 13.749 19.049 13.757 
 
2 13.979 16.078 14.87 12.999 13.545 13.717 17.04 13.93 
 
3 14.832 15.872 13.014 15.551 13.937 14.223 14.653 14.919 
 
4 14.407 16.422 13.81 16.614 13.513 14.226 18.001 14.19 
 
5 13.621 18.094 16.167 13.733 12.977 12.99 16.687 14.5 
 
6 13.966 16.235 15.483 13.471 15.85 16.228 18.076 14.743 
 
7 14.928 17.48 13.949 16.32 14.87 14.023 20.9 16.732 
 
8 13.829 16.01 13.796 14.123 14.077 15.96 20.583 22.757 
 
9 14.386 18.361 14.883 13.383 13.757 17.392 19.904 17.617 
 
10 13.044 16.96 14.845 13.652 14.092 13.987 18.099 16.519 
Sample 
3 1 13.46 13.546 12.611 13.658 18.216 16.02 12.327 12.384 
 
2 13.774 12.902 13.966 13.643 13.299 15.079 13.845 14.151 
 
3 14.226 13.628 15.69 12.539 14.41 16.273 14.549 14.592 
 
4 14.767 11.175 17.491 13.311 14.244 17.051 11.822 14.731 
 
5 14.177 12.015 17.186 14.417 13.548 16.335 11.869 13.396 
 
6 14.98 12.172 16.439 13.602 13.987 17.962 15.101 15.727 
 
7 12.391 12.366 17.498 15.407 13.518 17.966 14.818 15.329 
 
8 13.076 12.494 16.914 18.036 15.35 18.478 13.417 16.151 
 
9 14.169 12.72 20.236 12.83 14.704 18.315 15.008 17.201 
 
10 14.002 12.895 16.799 14.646 15.3 16.855 13.636 14.242 
Sample 
4 1 13.841 13.415 17.379 13.872 19.492 16.02 15.397 17.359 
 
2 14.759 13.953 16.499 14.674 17.856 15.692 16.765 18.663 
 
3 13.366 13.376 18.381 15.103 17.487 13.45 17.081 16.738 
 
4 13.44 16.743 18.079 15.086 17.156 15.197 15.685 17.448 
 
5 13.392 13.55 16.175 15.25 16.286 14.091 15.839 17.989 
 
6 13.831 13.657 16.056 14.664 17.224 14.772 17.528 15.983 
 
7 13.517 14.263 15.983 17.43 18.366 14.883 19.079 16.572 
 
8 13.216 14.548 16.768 14.283 18.3 14.404 17.211 16.48 
 
9 13.806 15.625 16.97 16.004 18.57 16.632 18.533 17.423 
 
10 15.081 14.098 19.152 15.523 20.006 14.328 17.971 18.466 
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Appendix B - Experiment 2 Data 
Pore Heights and Widths 
Pore Sizes Measurement Head 1  Head 2 Head 3 Head 4 Head 5 Head 6 Head 7 Head 8 
sample 1   472.023 174.654 503.972 462.325 539.536 573.075 454.75 457.802 
    538.571 161.451 487.643 505.003 434.892 421.72 493.925 514.097 
    507.038 173.513 477.774 461.657 601.541 553.713 500.682 467.501 
    513.622 163.644 480.94 500.638 390.161 408.708 483.995 530.082 
    513.622 143.775 435.016 375.323 500.801 474.074 596.212 508.831 
    434.617 192.047 517.249 602.612 478.092 497.293 408.562 490.048 
    464.384 141.602 474.485 408.708 538.892 500.411 606.083 510.065 
    437.909 203.124 474.805 576.733 469.156 490.535 372.249 503.606 
sample 2   445.041 144.964 491.241 437.86 557.001 549.833 521.475 369.091 
    560.638 177.662 494.529 562.972 444.639 454.428 457.755 629.021 
    451.461 159.122 488.586 418.314 521.423 553.331 520.643 398.571 
    531.062 179.882 497.391 595.893 461.657 500.584 480.635 599.755 
    488.586 163.747 652.682 487.342 517.385 503.703 483.905 494.101 
    502.529 165.884 346.446 484.129 481.064 470.781 491.671 494.715 
    472.723 166.98 643.4 497.162 507.263 498.958 495.853 475.455 
    515.36 168.13 379.301 497.13 484.051 462.079 482.335 504.574 
sample 3   484.353 622.535 477.411 511.571 608.047 504.09 470.885 517.134 
    501.493 376.231 503.746 481.21 386.463 487.954 503.875 480.94 
    480.838 603.556 487.287 491.429 606.056 482.279 490.546 523.963 
    504.391 368.959 503.714 500.682 368.753 486.808 500.584 481.379 
    372.074 500.584 345.741 507.86 495.678 510.457 559.68 487.52 
    595.884 494.101 622.256 478.092 478.737 457.719 438.169 491.241 
    408.243 488.142 352.278 530.868 512.365 553.331 572.924 422.028 
    589.337 469.156 619.07 467.675 495.678 447.93 411.535 528.484 
sample 4   466.166 164.642 563.924 470.827 444.639 536.625 442.636 428.034 
    518.38 164.667 447.93 553.341 530.296 467.536 515.644 582.948 
    518.139 167.933 540.73 424.282 480.669 536.665 482.56 437.872 
    481.784 169.127 441.753 672.314 460.952 467.536 535.047 556.466 
    524.118 153.639 480.703 483.536 460.952 504.09 513.59 484.051 
    471.196 185.459 497.391 488.409 500.584 475.215 468.231 470.827 
    516.274 144.86 477.922 456.652 480.94 503.531 512.365 513.843 
    478.998 185.472 494.364 494.507 470.827 473.364 439.059 490.811 
Uncertainty in all Pore Heights and Widths 
   ±17μm 
   ±17μm 
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Pore Area  
Areas 
( ) Head 1 
  
   Head 2 
  
   Head 3 
  
   Head 4 
  
   
  242441.4 11858.804 25110.879 3845.7318 219235.88 11317.796 173521.21 10123.379 
  234072.11 11765.064 31006.18 4265.2209 252232.85 12084.863 304320.87 13366.036 
  235460.33 11688.536 24569.788 3807.3126 226696.6 11446.998 188682.91 10481.84 
  224919.7 11474.331 33240.024 4434.3195 228352.72 11489.071 288734.46 12983.141 
  217440.8 11235.158 23737.42 3717.8204 320624.16 13887.153 213387.57 11137.577 
  281736.85 12799.209 29471.283 4132.1293 171327.59 10264.731 272551.07 12622.639 
  213416 11112.385 26570.192 3921.1498 314356.23 13734.063 207969.82 11045.509 
  273688.11 12580.262 30243.561 4185.7725 188660.9 10633.728 296236.29 13192.555 
  180215.16 10383.047 311631.06 13580.161 165060.56 10020.748 259806.45 12254.473 
  298831.65 13240.075 185896.11 10557.61 313458.97 13610.223 230062.65 11531.653 
  196298.75 10723.046 294621.03 13196.232 171660.49 10221.912 260883.93 12297.985 
  297256.28 13187.096 173099.33 10146.566 311834.23 13567.826 234156.45 11647.201 
  244325.99 11924.387 25295.432 3828.2826 271079.96 12597.053 227661.8 11473.239 
  244258.58 11909.025 30538.977 4216.2146 222796.35 11379.073 270256.72 12546.986 
  267501.69 12434.508 24326.774 3770.2425 258426.76 12268.281 193749.22 10596.691 
  230773.57 11549.432 31368.323 4267.095 218386.78 11270.647 332463.98 14188.059 
 
Areas 
( ) Head 5 
  
   Head 6 
  
   Head 7 
  
   Head 8 
  
   
  270200.17 12514.364 271679.96 12643.716 271127.41 12747.351 232943.85 11635.897 
  207918.39 10987.091 209718.4 11084.575 201798.99 10897.051 251932.21 12074.103 
  324165.63 13729.604 277084.08 12687.619 303454.85 13364.412 238455.9 11762.274 
  183046.37 10373.246 200485.58 10854.295 180166.65 10380.035 266952.48 12429.848 
  288183.96 12923.772 276952.53 12676.496 252344.36 12093.923 182368.23 10484.521 
  213899.82 11136.316 213936.07 11123.504 225064.86 11420.154 311186.12 13604.359 
  264498.6 12366.816 276088.93 12666.247 258162.39 12222.744 189502.57 10547.076 
  223465.53 11371.368 231309.35 11581.247 231827.08 11575.703 302620.78 13324.15 
  301395.52 13336.257 257316.27 12195.922 263544.92 12434.13 252113.17 12082.006 
  185014.14 10459.391 223345.82 11373.569 220782.4 11351.648 236257.45 11687.064 
  310521.88 13491.423 266859.92 12478.142 281045.58 12822.072 221127.06 11437.411 
  182782.75 10502.581 218055.91 11246.028 206007.84 11016.543 254401.1 12152.576 
  204957.24 10887.708 270507.3 12516.355 227333.42 11526.217 207190.29 10984.664 
  265457.69 12397.164 222180.12 11333.012 241440.51 11840.704 274467.66 12738.735 
  231172.95 11559.325 270227.46 12510.346 247246.85 11965.175 224997.46 11476.782 
  217028.65 11201.372 221314.71 11310.602 234917.2 11766.261 273119.63 12613.838 
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Appendix C - Experiment 3 Data 
Pore Heights ( ) and Widths ( ) 
  Head 1   Head 2   Head 3   Head 4   Head 5   Head 6   Head 7   Head 8   
  
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
Height 
( ) 
Width 
( ) 
sample 
1 114.579 277.988 189.583 229.371 177.188 185.124 128.506 167.551 167.493 189.532 101.76 224.966 348.321 185.176 119.008 163.085 
  176.201 128.009 198.543 202.803 198.543 136.71 287.043 207.209 229.243 198.347 353.607 171.957 348.237 198.396 132.525 202.946 
  185.005 212.107 264.5 198.787 198.787 242.785 97.37 171.957 224.837 189.532 375.303 154.522 79.461 229.243 193.989 246.989 
  229.37 163.469 123.495 286.535 221.485 105.877 269.448 211.983 229.371 207.35 110.545 202.946 44.297 154.27 145.521 194.14 
sample 
2 234.273 132.305 180.931 238.384 207.584 198.347 176.364 277.826 273.42 233.983 132.525 149.927 44.297 185.334 216.696 370.274 
  145.455 198.787 202.946 145.521 225.484 132.305 216.023 132.305 127.9 163.323 296.924 260.204 308.571 176.364 159.228 70.523 
  242.785 211.983 260.204 234.273 177.681 286.806 132.231 247.186 251.587 224.966 137.277 132.305 365.946 198.347 234.646 326.29 
  141.322 189.992 198.396 158.739 171.957 57.47 101.377 79.339 193.989 211.983 288.663 189.583 75.061 189.532 158.739 392.386 
sample 
3 176.804 266.257 246.871 268.907 159.228 220.43 110.545 149.862 220.386 255.989 221.09 49.28 88.264 207.209 383.699 260.391 
  167.551 119.09 242.464 110.545 247.186 132.231 274.555 145.455 101.377 202.946 194.14 284.289 299.757 176.364 387.904 198.347 
  189.737 265.05 163.085 255.685 185.124 260.391 150.121 114.601 225.182 172.127 198.543 93.502 374.682 220.43 370.903 207.35 
  225.484 132.891 198.396 145.521 208.332 145.455 251.858 193.989 251.24 185.124 185.962 296.138 92.667 180.716 392.683 176.529 
sample 
4 180.931 216.158 193.989 282.128 409.941 194.739 216.023 229.878 176.309 167.493 167.551 257.503 150.896 171.957 163.145 423.714 
  242.584 339.394 176.309 167.725 225.182 207.35 180.716 155.274 224.837 220.43 180.931 115.361 287.348 198.787 207.209 189.532 
  238.057 194.739 216.023 132.305 84.784 224.966 216.158 225.182 207.35 211.754 202.803 256.596 101.473 176.529 136.923 154.522 
  128.127 203.52 176.364 211.754 76.089 176.529 198.396 106.608 211.983 225.182 216.023 137.772 270.635 225.182 137.277 79.339 
 
Uncertainty in all Pore Heights and Widths 
   ±17μm 
   ±17μm 
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Pore Areas ( ) 
Head 1    Head 2    Head 3    Head 4    Head 5    Head 6    Head 7    Head 8    
31851.6 5111.48 43484.8 5058.83 32801.8 4356.33 21531.3 3589.66 31745.3 4299.9 22892.5 4197.48 64500.7 6706.23 19408.4 3432.13 
22555.3 3702.45 40265.1 4824.78 27142.8 4097.99 59477.9 6018.32 45469.7 5153.38 60805.2 6684.42 69088.8 6813.37 26895.4 4120.53 
39240.9 4784.71 52579.2 5624.83 48262.5 5334.34 16743.5 3359.39 42613.8 4999.1 57992.6 6899.77 18215.9 4124.61 47913.1 5339.06 
37494.9 4788.23 35385.6 5304.25 23450.2 4173.34 57118.4 5828.27 47560.1 5256.41 22434.7 3928.7 6833.7 2728.56 28251.4 4124.62 
30995.5 4573.87 43131.1 5087.6 41173.7 4880.88 48998.5 5594.31 63975.6 6117.79 19869.1 3401.74 8209.74 3239.42 80236.9 7293.38 
28914.6 4187.44 29532.9 4245.35 29832.7 4444.38 28580.9 4306.42 20889 3526.54 77260.8 6711.66 54420.8 6042.07 11229.2 2960.49 
51466.3 5479.21 60958.8 5952.18 50960 5735.53 32685.7 4765.64 56598.5 5737.49 18162.4 3241.15 72584.3 7076.13 76562.6 6832.31 
26850 4025.41 31493.2 4319.44 9882.37 3082.21 8043.15 2188.45 41122.4 4884.91 54725.6 5870.98 14226.5 3465.52 62287 7195.74 
47075.3 5433.42 66385.3 6205.73 35098.6 4622.72 16566.5 3165.78 56416.4 5742.39 10895.3 3850.76 18289.1 3828.82 99911.8 7883.1 
19953.6 3494.56 26803.2 4530.08 32685.7 4765.64 39935.4 5281.99 20574.1 3856.58 55191.9 5852.31 52866.3 5912.45 76939.6 7406.44 
50289.8 5541.36 41698.4 5155.56 48204.6 5431.34 17204 3210.69 38759.9 4818.37 18564.2 3730.79 82591.2 7390.13 76906.7 7223.76 
29964.8 4449.42 28870.8 4182.74 30302.9 4319.45 48857.7 5404.4 46510.6 5305.32 55070.4 5944.64 16746.4 3452.53 69319.9 7319.14 
39109.7 4792.08 54729.7 5820.56 79831.5 7715.36 49658.9 5362.68 29530.5 4134.14 43144.9 5222.66 25947.6 3889.21 69126.8 7718.63 
82331.6 7091.98 29571.4 4136.86 46691.5 5203.8 28060.5 4050.44 49560.8 5352.73 20872.4 3647.84 57121 5939.92 39272.7 4773.88 
46359 5228.55 28580.9 4306.42 19073.5 4087.01 48674.9 5306.38 43907.2 5038.25 52038.4 5560.08 17912.9 3461.46 21157.6 3509.79 
26076.4 4088.38 37345.8 4684.85 13431.9 3267.89 21150.6 3828.82 47734.8 5257.47 29761.9 4355.69 60942.1 5985.12 10891.4 2695.43 
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Appendix D – G-Codes 
Experiment 1 G-Code 
 
G17 G21 G40 G49 G54 G80 G94 F450  %G91 is relative coordinates! 
(Start of part) 
   
F1500 
 
G91 
G1 x10 
 
M98 p1236 l19 % number of layers in overall construct 
G1 x-10 
 
M30 
o1236 
M98 p1237 l60 % loop size/FD 
G1 x120 
G1 y-120 
G1 Z-120 
M98 p1238 l60 % loop size/FD 
M98 p1239 l60 % loop size/FD 
M99 
o1237 %x loops 
G1 x120 
G1 y1 z1 
G1 x-120 
G1 y1 z1 
M99 
 
o1238 %y loops 
G1 x-1 
G1 y120 Z120 
G1 x-1 
G1 y-120 Z-120 
M99 
 
M2 
Experiment 2 G-Code 
 
G17 G21 G40 G49 G54 G80 G91 G94 F2500.000000      %G91 is relative coordinates! 
G1 x9  F850 
G1 x1  F850 
y20 
x20 
M98 p1231 l10 
y20 
M98 p1230 l10 
M30 
o1230 
 
M98 p1231 l50        % loop size/FD 
G1 x240 
G1 y-40 z-40 
M98 p1232 l300         
M99 
 
o1231 
G1 x240 
G1 y0.4 z0.4 
G1 x-240 
G1 y0.4 z0.4 
M99 
o1232 
G1 x-0.4 
G1 y40 z40 
G1 x-0.4 
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G1 y-40 z-40 
M99 
Experiment 3 G-Code 
G17 G21 G40 G49 G54 G80 G91 G94 F2500.000000  %G91 is relative coordinates! 
G1 x9  F850 
G1 x1  F850 
% WD = 8mm 
% Temps = 75 & 83 
% V = 9.5 
% Pressure = 2 bar 
 
%G4 P120 
%G4 P120 
 
M98 p1230 l20 
 
M30 
 
o1230 
M98 p1231 l100  % loop size/FD 
G1 x80 
G1 y-80 z-80 
M98 p1232 l100    
M99 
 
o1231 
G1 x80 
G1 y0.4 z0.4 
G1 x-80 
G1 y0.4 z0.4 
M99 
 
o1232 
G1 x-0.4 
G1 y80 z80 
G1 x-0.4 
G1 y-80 z-80 
M99 
 
Experiment 4 G-Code 
 
G17 G21 G40 G49 G54 G80 G91 G94 F2500.000000      %G91 is relative coordinates! 
G1 x9  F850 
G1 x1  F850 
y20 
x20 
M98 p1230 l10 
M30 
o1230 
M98 p1231 l175 
x350         
y350 
M98 p1232 l175         
M99 
o1231 
G1 x350 
G1 y1 z1 
G1 x-350 
G1 y1 z1 
M99 
o1232 
G1 x-1 
G1 y350 z350 
G1 x-1 
G1 y-350 z-350 
M99 
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Appendix E - Uncertainty Analysis 
Measurement Symbol Value  Units 
Fibre Diameter    ± 1 μm 
Pore Height    ±17 μm 
Pore Width    ±17  
 
Uncertainty in Fibre Diameter 
When measuring the fibre diameters, the blurred edges made it difficult to pin-point the exact edge. 
The distance between two points that could be determined as the edge was measured as 1μm. 
Measurements were taken by selecting a point between the two potential edges giving an 
uncertainty of 0.5μm on each end thus the uncertainty in each fibre measurement was ± 1μm. 
Uncertainty in Pore Height/Width 
When measurements of pore size was taken the ideal location was at the centre of a central fibre. As 
the cursor was a similar size on the screen to 17μm fibre width, the uncertainty in each point 
because approximately half this diameter. As measurements involved two points the uncertainty 
was considered to be a total of ±17μm. 
Uncertainty in Pore Area 
Pore areas were calculated using pore width and height: 
      
Therefore the uncertainty was calculated as follows. 
  
 
   
  
 
   
  
 
  
 
